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Simplest example
Supermarket theft prevention 
algorithm:

1. Make a spreadsheet of item 
SKU, shrinkage (theft) rate and 
price

2. Sort list by shrinkage*price.
3. Put anti-theft devices on the 

SKUs with the highest rates of 
shrinkage.

sku shrinkage price =b*c

abc123 0.17 $7.24 1.23

def456 0.06 $12.53 0.752

ghi789 0.08 $8.29 0.66

jkl012 0.09 $4.50 0.40

mno234 0.16 $0.99 0.16



Simplest example
Supermarket theft prevention 
algorithm:

1. Make a spreadsheet of item 
SKU, shrinkage (theft) rate and 
price

2. Sort list by shrinkage*price.
3. Put anti-theft devices on the 

SKUs with the highest rates of 
shrinkage.

Whoops!

The plastic box is an 
anti-theft device which 
rings an alarm if taken 
from the store.



Simplest example
Why this is bad - Virtue ethics

- Likely makes black customers feel 
offended. 

- Most black customers have no intention 
to steal, but they suffer inconvenience 
anyway (checkout takes longer). 

- Perpetuates racist stereotypes (which the 
data suggests have an element of truth).

Why this is good - Utilitarian ethics

- Reducing theft lowers prices for all 
customers.

- Shops may stop carrying frequently stolen 
products. 

- Resources (anti-theft devices) are limited 
and must be allocated wisely.

- Better to inconvenience 10% of customers 
than 100%. 

Fundamental conflict in AI Ethics

https://www.wcpo.com/news/national/walmart-segregated-locked-up-african-american-hair-products-products-lawsuit-alleges


Ethical theories
(This is the philosophy lecture)



AI Ethics currently comes from San Francisco
Important note: I am attempting to formally write down moral premises whose 
proponents prefer them to be kept informal. They are mostly transmitted via social 
means and their proponents tend to avoid formal statements. 

As such, I encourage anyone interested to investigate for themselves whether my 
formal statements accurately characterize implicit beliefs. 



Don’t copy algorithms designed to solve the wrong problem



Liberal virtue: Individual Fairness



Individual Fairness
Many individual traits on which it is unfair to base a decision.

In code terms: for a protected trait t, for every x (other unprotected traits), your 
decision process must satisfy: f(x, t1) == f(x, t2)

Informally, your decision should never change based on protected traits.

Examples of things (possibly) unfair to use in loan underwriting/fraud checks/etc:

- Things like gender, ethnicity, caste, LGBT status, are often protected.
- Data about which privacy was guaranteed, e.g. anonymous survey data, 

medical data, etc. 



San Francisco ethics: Group over 
Individual



Protected class
Important concept is protected class. What are these?

● In US: Blacks/Hispanics. Asians are legally a protected class, but practically 
not treated as such. 

● In India: Scheduled Castes and OBCs. Muslims/other religious minorities 
mostly NOT protected, except in Tamil Nadu and Kerala.

● Women are often a protected class.
● In some places, homosexuals/transsexuals/disabled people/etc.

Often a protected class is connected to protected traits from above.



Distribution across classes and “allocative harm”
Things considered unethical:

- When an algorithm has a lower than expected percentage of protected 
classes in it’s positive output (e.g., “lend money”). Example: IIT admissions 
without reservations, caused by lower scores achieved by SC/OBC.

- When an algorithm has different false positive/false negative rates across 
protected classes. 

- Similar distributional differences.

Also called an allocative harm. 



India doesn’t have such clear groups
Ethnic groups very clear in US. Far less clear in India. What is a Marathi?

- A person who grew up speaking Marathi in a village in northern Karnataka?
- A Muslim who’s family lived for 5 generations in Maharashtra?
- The child of a Frenchman and a Marathi who grew up in Pune and speaks 

native Marathi?
- A Jewish person born in Israel who speaks Marathi at home, who’s Marathi 

speaking grandparents migrated from Kerala? (Wikipedia says there are 
about 20k of them.)



San Francisco virtue: not noticing 
“problematic” things



Indian Google notices everything



San Francisco Google notices nothing



“As engineers, we’re trained to pay attention to the details, 
think logically, challenge assumptions that may be 
incorrect (or just fuzzy), and so on. These are all excellent 
tools for technical discussions. But they can be terrible 
tools for discussion around race, discrimination, 
justice...because questioning the exact details can easily 
be perceived as questioning the overall validity of the 
effort, or the veracity of the historical context.”

- Urs Hölzle, S.V.P. at Google



AI may notice things we don’t want it to
“Bias should be the expected result whenever 
even an unbiased algorithm is used to derive 
regularities from any data; bias is the regularities 
discovered.”

Semantics derived automatically from language 
corpora necessarily contain human biases 

http://randomwalker.info/publications/language-bias.pdf
http://randomwalker.info/publications/language-bias.pdf


Utilitarianism: the greatest good for the 
greatest number



Utilitarian case for detecting fraud
We have 1 lac to lend out. 

- Lend it to Prashant who invests in his farm, then repays.
- Re-lend it to Mukti who spends on her children’s education, they help her 

repay it with their higher earnings.
- Freddie the Fraudster runs away with the money and spends it on ganja. No 

more capital to lend. 

Good underwriting directs capital to from wasteful uses to productive ones. 

More fraud implies good borrowers must pay more interest. 



Utilitarian case for detecting fraud
Assumptions:

Your product has value. (If you don’t believe this, no one is harmed by refusing 
them your product. Also quit your job.)

Capitalism mostly works. Lending to people who repay is generally more 
socially useful than lending to those who don’t.

Note: This assumption does not imply anarcho capitalism. It implies government 
should tax the wealthy and give to poor in accordance with need, lenders should 
lend in accordance with ability to repay, and these are two separate things. 



Key questions



How much utility will 
you sacrifice for 
virtue?



How much individual 
fairness will you 
sacrifice for group 
rights?



What does AI/ML actually do?



How does an AI/ML system see the world?
Lots of talk about bias. Important to understand how algorithms actually behave.

Must use theory or synthetic data for this. Goal is to answer the question:

If the world looks like X, what will an algorithm do?



Simple model: linear regression
Assume we have input data as a d-dimensional vector x, and output is a scalar 
value y. 

Input: X = [ income, in_north_india, mobile_or_desktop, 
previous_month_spending]

Output: Y = Current month spending

Goal of ML is to use X to predict Y, and then make decisions on this basis. 



Simple model: linear regression
Modeling assumption:

Y = dot(alpha, X) + beta + err.rvs()

The value err.rvs() is a noise term.

Y = alpha[0]*income + alpha[1]*in_north_india + 

alpha[2]*mobile_or_desktop + alpha[3]*previous_month_spending + 

beta

So how does it work?



Simple model: linear regression
> alpha_true = [1,2,3]

> data = norm(0,1).rvs((N, nvars))

> output = dot(data, alpha_true) + norm(0,1).rvs(N)

> alpha_estimated = lstsq(data, output)

array([ 0.98027674,  2.0033624 ,  3.00109578])

Linear regression reproduces the true model, with small errors.



Does linear regression become biased?
Assume protected class doesn’t matter.

> alpha_true = [1,2,0]
> data = norm(0,1).rvs((N, nvars))
> data[:,2] = bernoulli(0.25).rvs(N) # 25% of people are in the protected class
> output = dot(data, alpha_true) + norm(0,1).rvs(N)

> alpha_estimated = lstsq(data, output)

array([ 1.02063423,  2.0013437 ,  -0.00118572])

Algorithm learns that protected class is irrelevant. No bias/unfairness yet.





Does linear regression become biased?
Linear regression is, in this case:

- Allocatively fair - reds and blues receive equal representation in the high 
scoring set. 

- Individually fair - reds and blues are treated identically. 

- Utilitarian - it’s accurately predicting outputs.

- It virtuously does not notice anything problematic (since there is nothing 
problematic to notice).  



“If the police have discriminated in the past, 
predictive technology reinforces and perpetuates 
the problem, sending more officers after people 
who we know are already targeted and unfairly 
treated”- BÄRÍ A. WILLIAMS



Does linear regression become biased?
Let’s build a data set where “historically”, protected class performs worse. 

> alpha_true = [1,2,0]
> data[:,2] = bernoulli(0.25).rvs(N) # 25% of people are in the protected class
> data[where(data[2] == 1),0:2] = norm(-2,1).rvs((sum(where(data[2] == 1)), nvars-1))
> data[where(data[2] == 0),0:2] = norm(0,1).rvs((sum(where(data[2] == 0)), nvars-1))
> output = dot(data, alpha_true) + norm(0,1).rvs(N)



Does linear regression become biased?
Key point: in this data set, nearly every protected class member performs worse 
than nearly every majority member. 

> percentile(output[where(data[:,2] == 1)], 2.5), percentile(output[where(data[:,2] 
== 1)], 97.5) # Protected class
(-13.706516466417577, -4.6637677518715961)

> percentile(output[where(data[:,2] == 0)], 2.5), percentile(output[where(data[:,2] 
== 0)], 97.5) # Majority class
(-4.9236907370243426, 4.8626396540953456)



Does linear regression become biased?



Does linear regression become biased?
Let’s do some machine learning:

> alpha_estimated = lstsq(data, output)

array([ 1.02063423,  2.0013437 ,  0.00216572])

Algorithm learns that protected class is irrelevant, provided you have 
information on other predictors. 

What actually matters are the other predictive factors (e.g. income, purchase 
history).



Does linear regression become biased?
Linear regression is, in this case:

- Allocatively unfair - it predicts lower scores for reds. 
- Individually fair - reds and blues are treated identically. 

- Utilitarian - it’s accurately predicting repayments or other useful factor.

- Algorithm notices that red group underperforms, which is potentially 
problematic. 



“...artificial intelligence will reflect the values of its 
creators...we risk constructing machine 
intelligence that mirrors a narrow and privileged 
vision of society, with its old, familiar biases and 
stereotypes.” - Kate Crawford



What if the input data is biased?
Let’s build a data set where the inputs are biased.

> true_value = norm(0,1).rvs(N)
> data[:,2] = bernoulli(0.25).rvs(N) # 25% of people are in the protected class
> data[:,0] = true_value + norm(0,1).rvs(N)
> data[:,1] = true_value + norm(0,1).rvs(N)
> data[where(data[:,2] == 1),0:nvars-1] -= 3 #Bias added here

> output = true_value

If we used our old predictor, we would have a biased prediction of the output. 



What if the input data is biased?



What if the input data is biased?
But what if we use this new data set as input?

> lstsq(data, output)

[ 0.33071515,  0.32115862,  1.93781581]

If input data subtracts from the minority group due to bias, then the output data 
adds back what was subtracted. 

I.e., linear regression has fixed bias in input data.



What if the input data is biased?
Algorithm is now accurately predicting outputs by explicitly discriminating.

E.g., a minority member with a low score is likely to be selected while a majority 
member with the same score is not. 

- Discriminating algorithm: residual = 317
- Ignoring protected class: residual = 719 (much less accurate)

Not possible to be simultaneously fair to individuals and fair to groups. 



What if the input data is biased?
A check for whether algorithm is (statistically) biased:

- Create new data set, of the form [ algorithm_output, protected_class].
- Build a new algorithm trained on this data set.
- If protected_class changes output of new algorithm, then old algorithm is 

biased.

Machine learning finds hidden features that predict our goals. Bias is just 
another hidden feature.



What if the input data is biased?
Linear regression is, in this case:

- Allocatively fair - reds and blues are equally represented in the high score 
group. 

- Individually unfair - reds and blues treated differently given same inputs.

- Utilitarian - it’s accurately predicting repayments or other useful factor.

- Virtue of not noticing is complex.



Are Women “Naturally” Better Credit Risks in Microcredit?

Women more 
likely to repay

https://www.dropbox.com/s/3i7v149cbfah8zx/Are_Women_Naturally_Better_Credit_Risks_in_Microcredit_Evidence_from_Field_Experiments_in_Patriarchal_and_Matrilineal_Societies_in_Bangladesh__AreWomenNaturallyBetterCredit_preview.pdf?dl=0


Women and Repayment in Microfinance

Women more 
likely to repay

https://www.microfinancegateway.org/sites/default/files/mfg-en-paper-women-and-repayment-in-microfinance-mar-2009_0.pdf


When Words Sweat: Identifying Signals for Loan 
Default in the Text of Loan Applications

Religious people and 
people with medical 
issues less likely to 
repay loans. 

https://www0.gsb.columbia.edu/mygsb/faculty/research/pubfiles/15033/When%20Words%20Sweat%20JMR%2011-1%20Main%20Text.pdf
https://www0.gsb.columbia.edu/mygsb/faculty/research/pubfiles/15033/When%20Words%20Sweat%20JMR%2011-1%20Main%20Text.pdf


On the relationship between negative home owner equity and racial 
demographics

Blacks less 
likely to repay 
than asians

https://randomcriticalanalysis.wordpress.com/2015/11/22/on-the-relationship-between-negative-home-owner-equity-and-racial-demographics/
https://randomcriticalanalysis.wordpress.com/2015/11/22/on-the-relationship-between-negative-home-owner-equity-and-racial-demographics/


What if the input data is biased?
Suppose model says +1*female:

Virtuous interpretation: “Bias in measuring 
assets or is_farmer of females.”

Problematic interpretation: “Females are 
intrinsically more likely to repay loans, holding 
all other factors equal.”



Protected class is just another feature

“If we allowed a [statistical] model to be used for college 
admissions in 1870, we’d still have 0.7% of women going to 
college.” - Cathy O’Neil

“If we allowed a model to be used for credit approvals when our 
only merchants were Zomato and BookMyShow, we’d still 
approve 0% of Grofers customers.” - No one ever said this



What if the training data excludes protected class?
Let’s build a data set where the inputs have very few members of the protected 
class:

> true_value = norm(0,1).rvs(N)
> data[:,2] = bernoulli(0.01).rvs(N) # 1% of people are in the protected class
> data[:,0] = true_value + norm(0,1).rvs(N)
> data[:,1] = true_value + norm(0,1).rvs(N)

> output = true_value



What if the training data excludes protected class?



What if the training data excludes protected class?
Running the model yields:

> lstsq(data, output)

array([ 0.33263409,  0.34309795,  0.04731096])

Residual bias increases from 0.01 to 0.04, sometimes a bit bigger.

Theory of linear regression says error is O(1/sqrt(n)), where n = # of samples in 
protected class. 



What if the training data excludes protected class?
Running the model ignoring protected class data point yields:

> lstsq(data[:,0:2], output)

array([ 0.33264308,  0.34317214])

If protected class performs better than other equivalent non-protected class 
members, this is biased against them.

If protected class performs worse than other equivalent non-protected class 
members, this is biased in favor of them. 



Protected class is just another feature

“If we allowed a model to be used for taxi drivers in Maharashtra 
in 1948, we’d still have 0% of Biharis driving taxis.” - Paraphrased

- Maharashtra, 1948-whenever: Hard to get rickshaw license if 
you aren’t Marathi.

- Maharashtra, today: Lots of Biharis driving for Uber.
- Shiv Sena wants Uber shut down, and laws making it 

explicitly illegal for non-Marathis to drive autos. 

http://www.afternoondc.in/city-news/shiv-sena-mns-raise-red-flag-over-ola-uber-cabs/article_147645
http://www.firstpost.com/india/dont-know-marathi-cant-drive-autos-heres-how-shiv-sena-plans-to-gain-from-the-move-in-maharashtra-2436220.html


Protected class is just another feature

“If we allowed a model to be used for college admissions in 1870, 
we’d still have 7% of Jews going to college.” - Paraphrased

- 1908. Colleges start using a model for college admissions, 
trained on “white, Christian men from affluent families”.

- 1922 - number of Jews triples from 7% to 21%. President of 
Harvard drops the model, due to this “crisis”. 

- 1933 - % of Jews back down to 15%.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2005/10/10/getting-in


Old man: "Can you tell me, sir, are you Catholic 
or are you Protestant?"

George Bernard Shaw: "I am an atheist! It means 
that I do not believe in God."

Old man: "I think I understand. But is it the 
Catholic God, or the Protestant God, that you 
don't believe in?"



Humans see the world through the 
lens of race, gender and caste, and 
they project this viewpoint onto an 
AI.

To an AI these traits are just one 
more  column(dtype=bool).



The unpleasant tradeoff



Equality of Opportunity in Supervised Learning

Blacks less 
likely to repay 
than asians

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1610.02413.pdf


Exposing tradeoffs
If we choose fixed cutoff of FICO 600, we reject 
75% of blacks, 25% of Asians.

Violates principle of group rights.

If we choose cutoff of 600 for Asians, 410 for 
blacks, we accept 75% of both groups. 

Violates principle of individual fairness.

Must make tradeoffs!



Exposing tradeoffs
At FICO=600, approx 80% of Asians will repay 
loans and about 60% of Blacks will. Assume 
both groups make up 50% of population.

Charge fixed interest rate of 43% to both 
groups.

Individually fair.

Non-utilitarian - for every $200 lent out, Asians 
predictably pay $114.3 while Blacks pay only 
$86.7.

Wealth transfer from Asians to Blacks.



Exposing tradeoffs
At FICO=600, approx 80% of Asians will repay 
loans and about 60% of Blacks will. Assume 
both groups make up 50% of population.

Can charge Asians 25% interest and blacks 
66%.

Individually unfair.

Utilitarian - loans are more accurately allocated 
to those will repay them, and more loans can be 
issued since cost of lending is lower.

Problematic - we noticed an undesirable fact 
about the world. 



There is no choice of 
cutoff and interest rate 
which satisfies all 
ethical principles.



Uncomfortable Questions
It’s mathematically impossible for the deepest neural network built by the most 
diverse team of data scientists to satisfy all definitions of fairness. 

People at Google/Microsoft writing papers on this topic have made one choice, 
which I’m calling San Francisco Ethics. Is their choice right for India?

What are Bangalore Ethics?


